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Abstract 
Murphy reviewed lower bounds on the independence number of graphs in terms of degrees, and then 
he presented a new bound which was at least as strong as the others. We present a new lower bound, 
as well as a strengthening of Murphy’s bound. 
1. Introduction 
A set of vertices of a graph is independent if the vertices are pairwise nonadjacent. 
The independence number of a graph G, u(G), is the cardinality of a largest independent 
set of G. 
For graph G =( V, E) and A c V, we let the subgraph of G induced by A, G 1 A, be the 
graph with vertices A and edges being those of E with both endpoints in A. We let 
d,(u) denote the degree of vertex u in graph G. A sequence of nonnegative integers 
dl < ... <d,, (dk), is a degree sequence if there is a graph whose vertices have these 
degrees. For degree sequence (dk), we define 
In general, as degrees increase, independence numbers decrease. However, Clmin is 
not monotonic since ami”((l, l,l, 1))=2 but a,i,((l, 1,1,3))=3. 
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2. Current lower bounds on a,,,ib 
Several lower bounds on the independence number in terms of the degree sequence 
of a graph are known. Brooks [3] and Berge [2] showed that 
%nin((d*, ... ,dn))3n 
1 +d, 
Caro [4] and Wei [7] showed that 
and later Alon and Spencer [l] gave an elegant probabilistic proof of this bound. 
Recognizing that an independent set in an induced subgraph of G is also an indepen- 
dent set in G yields the following simple extension of this result. 
Theorem 1. For any graph G = (V, E), if A c V, then 
ran ’ 
utA 1 +d&)’ 
Choosing A to be an independent set of size cc(G) yields a tight bound in Theorem 1. 
Murphy [6] extended a result of Erdiis [S] to derive the following recursive 
procedural lower bound: 
h((d l,...,d,)) + if rz=O then 0 
else 1 +b((ddl+z, ..l ,d,)) 
The above procedure halts with Z,i”((dl, . . . ,d,))>h((d,, . . . ,d,)). 
Comparing the above bounds, Murphy [6] has shown that for all degree sequences, 
To see that none of these bounds are tight, we note that for star graphs, Kr,,_ 1, 
C(min((lrl,..., l,n-l))=n-1 although h((l,l,..., l,n-l>)=rn/2]. 
3. Vertices of high degree 
One heuristic for constructing large independent sets is to remove vertices of large 
degree, along with all incident edges. When all edges have been removed from the 
graph, the remaining vertices comprise an independent set of the original graph. If we 
know that none of a set S of vertices belongs to an independent set, then the bound 
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may be improved by decrementing the degrees of some of the vertices. For any UGS, 
at most 1s) - 1 of the d,(u) edges incident with u are incident with the other vertices 
of S, so at least d,(o)-IS ( + 1 of these edges must be incident with vertices of 
v-s. 
Procedure: f(S) 
Input: multiset V of nonnegative integers 
subset Sz V 
A=V-S 
for each XES 
decrement the X-IS 1 + 1 largest numbers of A by 1 
replace all negative numbers in A with 0 
return A 
Theorem 2. If (dk) is a degree sequence, with any multiset S drawn from (dk), then 
Emin((dk))> 1 L 
xef(S) l +x’ 
Proof. Let G=( V, E) be a graph of degree sequence (dk) such that ~~.(G)=cq,,~,((d~)), 
let A be a subset of its vertices, and let S= {d,(u)JuE V-A}. Theorem 1 assures us that 
CLin((d/c))=a(G)> 1 ’ 
vsA 1 +d&)’ 
If each UEA has d,(u) decremented exactly d,(u)-dGIA(u) times in formingf(S), then 
the multiset {dGll(u)lu~A} equals the multiset f(S), and 
1 1 
vsA 1 +&,J4=xe/cSl 1 +x’ c c-- 
There are two ways in which {dGIA(u)IucA} may differ fromf(S). First, JV,,,dc,,(u) may 
be larger than CxsfCs) x. To understand this effect, we form H from G by applying the 
following: for each DE V-A remove any dG(u) - (S 1 + 1 of its edges incident with 
a vertex of A. Since dGII(u)dd,(u) for each ueA, it follows that 
c l > c 1 
vaA 1 +ddU)‘uEA 1 +&Au) 
Second, although CvsA&(~)=Cxsf(s) x, the multiset {d,(u)(zxA} may not be equal to 
the multisetf(S). In forming f(S) the highest degrees in A were decremented, whereas 
in forming H, vertices in A which were actually adjacent to vertices in V-A had their 
degrees decremented. Since for positive integers x and y, if x<y then 
1 1+_ __ 1 1 
x 1+y%+x+;9 
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it follows that 
c 1 1 “&+I 1+dH(a) 3 c-- xc/(s) 1 +x 
Examination of the procedure for computing j(S) shows that the bound of 
Theorem 2 is tightest when the largest degree in V-S is less than or equal to the 
smallest degree in S. An optimal bound of Theorem 2 can be obtained by starting with 
S=@, and iteratively moving the largest degree from V-S into S until the bound no 
longer increases. The smallest graphs for which this does not yield a tight bound have 
degree sequence (1,2,2,3,3,3). For any Ss V, 
1 
xtf(S) l +xG2 
c- 
although a,i,((l,2,2,3,3,3))=3. For the star graph Kr,,_r with degree sequence 
(l,l,...,l,n-1), the preceding theorem yields the bound r(Kr,,_,)>n-1. 
4. Vertices of low degree 
Another heuristic for constructing large independent sets consists of starting with 
an empty set, and then adding vertices of small degree to the set, while removing these 
vertices and their neighbors from the graph. 
Procedure: g ( T) 
Input: multiset T of nonnegative integers 
Let m be a minimum element of T 
if ) TI <m + 1 then return 1 
else let T,, be a multiset of m smallest members of T- {m} 
for each XE To 
decrement x-m largest numbers of T- To- {m} by 1 
replace all negative numbers in T- To - {m} with 0 
return 1 +g(T- To-{m)) 
Definition. We define a partial order, <, over multisets such that T<U if 
T=t,<t,< ... <t, and U=ur<u,< ... <IA,, 
and m <n and ti<ui for 1 <i <m or if this condition can be obtained by a finite 
number of applications of decrementing by 1 a largest member of U and incrementing 
by 1 another member of U. 
Inspection of the procedure for computing g yields the following straightforward 
result. 
Lemma. If multisets T and U of nonnegative integers satisfy T< U, then g(T)>g(U). 
Theorem 3. If (dk) is a degree sequence, with any proper subset S drawn from (d,J, then 
a,i”(<dk))ag(f(S)). 
Proof. Let G=( V,E) be a graph of degree sequence (dk) such that 
Let A be a nonempty subset of its vertices, and let S={dc(u)Iv~ V-A}. Since an 
independent set in CIA is an independent set in G, it follows that 
We show by induction that a(Gla)~g((dc,,(u)lv~~}), starting with the observation 
that A is nonempty and ifg((dc,l(v)luE,4})= 1, then SI(GIA)~g({dCII(z~)IuEA}). Assume 
that a(Gl,)3g(Cd,,A(u)lu~A)) f or all smaller values of g((d,,A(u)JvEA}), and let w be 
a vertex of minima1 degree in G 1 A. Let H be derived from G I A by removing w, all 
vertices adjacent to w, and all incident edges. Let multiset U be derived from 
&,,WW by one step of the procedure used to compute g. 
cc(Gl,)>4H)+ 1 
>/d{&Wl=A))+l 
>g(U)+ 1 (because {dH(u)}< U) 
=d{d,,~(u)lv~~J). 
Because {dGIA(u)lueA}<f(S), it follows from the lemma that 
g(~dc,,(u)lu~~})3g(f(S)). 
The bound of Theorem 3 can be compared to the bounds of Section 2 if we restrict 
S=@ It is easy to see that 
To see that the second inequality can be strong, we consider the degree sequence 
(2,3,3,3,3,3,3) with S=@, yielding 
whereas b((2,3,3,3,3,3,3))=2. 
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